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Abstract. Use Times New Roman 12-point font size for the abstract. The abstract 
should be fully justified and single-spaced. The abstract must not exceed 100 words 
and should be typed as a single paragraph. Please adhere to the guidelines in preparing 
an electronic copy of your paper. The guidelines show how the final paper should 
look. The paper must be prepared as an MS-Word document. Other formats such as 
pdf and html will not be accepted. 

 
Keywords. Provide 4 keywords of your paper. 

 
 
1. Introduction 

 
Please use the guidelines as a template for the paper. 
The paper must not exceed six (6) pages. Anything over 6 pages will not be included 

in the proceedings. Use a single column layout throughout the paper. You are 
suggested to use the pre-formatted styles of this document. 

 
1.1 Typing 

Use Letter paper size (8.5 X 11 in.). Use Times New Roman 12-point font size 
throughout the paper, except for the title Times New Roman 14-point font 
size. The references may use 10-point font size. 

Single-line spacing should be used throughout the paper. 
Do not number the pages. 

 
1.2 Margins 

The margins should be 3.0 cm (top, left and right) and 0.5 cm (bottom). 
 
2. Methods 

 
Leave two line spaces from the top of the margin to the title. Title should appear 

in mixed upper and lower case letters. Leave two line spaces after the title and list 
the author(s), in Times New Roman 12-point font size. The authors’ affiliation 
addresses and country should in italics. Leave two line spaces and type Abstract, 
followed by the content. 

Leave one line space after the abstract and type Keywords. Provide a maximum of 
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4 keywords. Leave two line spaces and start the body of the paper. 
Section headings should be labeled numerically (i.e. 1., 2., etc…) and in Times 

New Roman 12-point font size. Leave one line space before and after each section 
heading. Sub-section headings should be labeled 1.1, 1.2, etc… in italics. Do not leave a 
space after each sub-heading. 

The abstract and body of the paper must be fully justified. 
 
3. Results 

 
Keep footnotes to a minimum. 

 
3.1 Tables and Figures 

Tables and figures have to be placed close to the relevant text. All tables and 
figures must be numbered consecutively (i.e., not section-wise), using Arabic numbers. 
Cite tables and figures in the text, for example, see Figure 1,… Use Times New Roman 
12-point font size italic for table and figure captions and keep them always flushed left. 
Table captions should be placed above the table. Figure captions should be place below 
the figure. Insert one line space between text and table or figure caption. Make 
sure that there are no  “linked” images in your document. It is best to use the “Paste 
Special” option to paste the figures as “Pictures” (Insert – Graphic – File…). 

All figures should be centered. All tables and figures should be in black and 
white. Please note that figures appearing in the proceedings will look only as good as 
what you provide. 

 
4. Discussion and Conclusion 

 
The manuscript will be published as it is received. Please check for English 

language and spelling accuracy. Test your finished manuscript. Check that your final 
manuscript including text and figures is readable. 
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